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WHERE GREAT EVENTS DO GOOD

From glitzy gala dinners and corporate conferences to intimate weddings and 

family celebrations, whatever event you’re planning, we have a venue that’s 

perfect for it.



Adam Smith Theatre

Just a five-minute wander from 

Kirkcaldy’s train station, you’ll 

find the Adam Smith Theatre – 

named after one of the town’s 

most-influential sons and just 

as impressive as its namesake. 

Step inside and you’ll discover a building 

whose stage can tell a century of stories. 

You’ll feel the old soul of its stone and wood 

- that tangible energy that only the very best 

theatres have. 

You’ll swear you can hear the echo of 

countless laughs, gasps, and tales from 

down the years. You’ll feel the warmth, deep 

in your bones, that says ‘there’s some 

magic here.’

You’ll do all this and wonder how such a 

historic building can meld so seamlessly 

with modern accessibility standards, 

equipment, and versatility.  

Recently updated thanks to a multi-million-

pound refurbishment, the Adam Smith 

Theatre can host everything from 

conferences and gala dinners to 

showstopping theatre productions and 

intimate weddings. 

Whether you’re welcoming a handful for an 

important meeting or embracing the 

clamour of the Smith’s capacity of 475 for a 

conference, you’ll find a versatile, vibrant 

venue chock-full of character. 

Get in touch today and let us show you how 

your event can play a part in the next 

chapter of the Adam Smith Theatre’s story. 

• A five-minute walk from Kirkaldy train station 

with fast links from Edinburgh and Glasgow

• Just 45-minutes from Edinburgh Airport



Where great events do good!

Welcome to the Adam Smith Theatre, where 

an old soul meets modern thinking. Explore 

our recently refurbished creative hub with 

versatile spaces, cutting-edge equipment, 

and more than a little magic. 

BEVERIDGE SUITE

The Beveridge suite is a flexible event space located on the first 

floor. With its own bar facilities and its proximity to an events 

kitchen it makes it an ideal location for hosting a variety of 

events including dinners, exhibitions, conferences, family 

celebrations, Weddings. 

• Capacity: Theatre 180, Dinner 168 , Cabaret 96 (12 tables of 8) Reception 200

• Perfect for: Conferences, Meetings, Dinners, Lunches, Drinks Receptions, Large 

celebrations, Weddings

• Features: Natural day light, black out facilities, AV installation projection 

sound system, intelligent lighting, large screen, flexible stage and dance floor, 

dedicated Wi-Fi, Power available 13amp sockets, built in bar facilities
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ADAM SMITH 
THEATRE

FLOOR PLANS
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BEVERIDGE SUITE

LAYOUT OPTIONS
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THE EXCHANGE

LAYOUT OPTIONS
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THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR ENQUIRY!

Client Name

Adam Smith Theatre
Address: Bennochy Road, Kirkcaldy, KY1 1ET

Email: eventenquiries.adamsmith@onfife.com

Tel: 01592 583302
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